The lightest CP-even Higgs boson h in the minimum supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) has a mass upper bound depending on the top quark and squark masses. An e + e − collider with enough energy and luminosity to produce h + Z at measurable rates up to the maximum h mass would cover the entire MSSM parameter space, if h + A production was also searched for. We explore the energy and/or luminosity needed for various top quark and squark masses.
The theoretical appeal of supersymmetry (SUSY) is that it solves the problem of large radiative corrections in the scalar sector, associated with the grand unification scale. The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) [1] has five Higgs bosons, one of which (h) is necessarily relatively light; their discovery could contribute the first direct evidence both for SUSY and for the Higgs mechanism. These Higgs bosons are therefore the object of intense experimental investigation; a lower limit m h > ∼ 40 GeV has already been set by e + e − experiments at LEP I [2] [3] [4] [5] and the range of search will be extended at LEP II with CM energy √ s = 190 GeV to 240 GeV possible [6] . In this letter we address the question: what is the lowest energy e + e − collider that could completely cover the MSSM parameter space [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and thereby independently guarantee discovery or rejection of the MSSM? This question is relevant because LEP I, LEP II, SSC and LHC will not fully cover all MSSM parameters [7, 10, 11] , and the possibilities of higher energy e + e − linear colliders are being examined [12] .
The Higgs sector of the minimum supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) has three neutral and two charged Higgs bosons, h, H, A, H ± of which h and H are CP-even and m h < m H ; a mixing angle α appears in the h and H couplings. At tree level all their masses and couplings are controlled by two parameters, that may be taken to be m A and the ratio tan β = v 2 /v 1 of vacuum expectation values giving masses to up-type quarks (v 2 ) and down-type quarks (v 1 ) respectively; renormalization group arguments in no-scale models [13] suggest that 1 < tan β < m t /m b but m A is unconstrained. At one-loop level, however, there are significant radiative corrections [14] , that depend on several other parameters but especially on the top quark and squark masses; as a result the h mass has an upper bound
in an approximation where the usual SUSY parameters A t , A b and µ are set to zero andm is the common SUSY mass scale. for discovery and detailed study will be excellent. The principal production channels are
e + e − → tth, ttH, ttA ,
The s-channel processes (2a) offer the biggest contributions at the lower energies. In the limit m A → ∞ we have m H ≃ m H + ≃ m A while m h approaches the upper bound of Eq. (1) and only h can be produced at any given collider. Thus the channel e + e − → Zh and its kinematical limits are critical in any complete search of MSSM parameter space.
The Zh production cross section contains an overall factor sin 2 (β − α) which suppresses it in certain parameter regions (with m A < 100 GeV and tan β large); fortunately the Ah production cross section contains the complementary factor cos 2 (β − α). Hence the Zh and Ah channels together are well suited to cover all regions in the (m A , tan β) plane, provided that the CM energy is high enough for Zh to be produced through the whole m h mass range, and that an adequate event rate can be achieved. These conditions are already shown to be fulfilled [12] for √ s = 500 GeV with assumed luminosity 10 fb −1 . In the present work we study how well these conditions can be fulfilled at lower energies with various luminosities.
Our discussion centers on the s-channel production channels e + e − → Zh, Ah, ZH, AH, neglecting all others for simplicity (although other channels would obviously contribute to an eventual search and analysis). We also consider only the decays Zh, Ah, ZH, AH → τ τ jj (where j denotes a b-jet); this generally has substantial branching fractions at least in the Zh and Ah cases. We rely here on the possibility of recognizing and kinematically reconstructing τ jets experimentally [2] [3] [4] [5] 12] ; no b-tagging of the other jets is assumed. This approach is conservative, since it implicitly ignores substantial Z → ℓ + ℓ − , νν decay modes that could enhance the detectability of Zh and ZH production. Since the ℓ + ℓ − jj and ννjj channels have smaller signal/background ratios than the τ τ jj channel, the net significance of Zh or ZH signals would not be dramatically increased by including the former channels.
For any given energy and MSSM parameters, we calculate the Zh, Ah, ZH and AH production cross sections and decay branching fractions from standard formulas [1] with one-loop corrections as described in Ref. [8] . We omit bremsstrahlung and beamstrahlung with an associated peak at M Z also. These two m(τ τ ) and m(jj) distributions are added to enhance the statistics, thus giving two counts per event. An irreducible background from e + e − → ZZ production and decay has a peak centered at M Z ; all other backgrounds can however be suppressed by suitable cuts at little cost to the signals [12] . For present purposes we estimate the background from the numerical simulation of Ref. [12] , scaling the number of events according to the assumed luminosity and the energy-dependence of the e + e − → ZZ → τ τ jj cross section with | cos θ| < 0.9 for the τ 's and jets. We assume that the acceptances of the Zh (ZH) and Ah (AH) signals remain 46% and 52%, respectively, as in Ref. [12] and that the Higgs boson peaks have the same mass resolution as the Z peak.
This approach is approximate, but avoids lengthy Monte Carlo simulations for each of the many different energies and parameter settings that we have to consider.
For each input set of SUSY parameters, CM energy √ s and integrated luminosity L, we define the signals, backgrounds and discovery criteria of the MSSM mass-peaks as follows.
For an isolated peak, the signal strength S is taken to be the expected number of signal counts falling in a 10 GeV mass bin centered at the corresponding Higgs boson mass. When two Higgs peaks approach within 10 GeV we combine them; the signal strength S is then the total number of counts expected in a 10 GeV bin centered at the weighted mean mass. The background strength B is taken to be the total number of Z-decay counts (both from ZZ and from Zh, ZH production with the resolution of Ref. [12] ) falling in the same mass bin.
If the signal bin center is separated by more than 5 GeV from M Z , our discovery criteria are S √ B > 4 with S > 4 counts. With such a separation, we expect that a distinct peak will be seen or that a recognizable distortion of the Z peak will be evident. But if the separation from M Z is less than 5 GeV, we can only infer the presence of a new signal if the height of the supposed Z peak differs substantially from the expected ZZ background contribution.
In this latter case we rely entirely on normalization and therefore require a higher degree of significance. Here the signal S is defined to be the sum of the MSSM (h, H, A and Z)
contributions falling in a 10 GeV bin centered at M Z , and B is the expected ZZ background in the same bin; in this case we define a discoverable signal to have S √ B > 6 with S > 5 counts.
In principle, b-tagging of the quark jets offers another way to distinguish the presence of a Higgs boson contribution hiding under the Z peak in the τ τ jj channel. With typical LEP-type microvertex tagging, it should be possible to achieve say 38% tagging efficiency for Higgs → bb pairs coupled with 11% tagging efficiency for Z → jj pairs. If we consider just the m(jj) distribution for simplicity, a tagged signal would then have significance increased by approximately the factor 0.38/ √ 0.11 = 1.14 above that of the corresponding untagged signal (discussion of the m(τ τ ) distribution is more complicated). Greater enhancement may well be attainable in the future. It may also be possible to establish a signal in the ratio of tagged/untagged events, but this seems to require much higher statistics to achieve serious significance. Thus b-tagging appears to offer real but not dramatic improvements in sensitivity in the future; conservatively we neglect it here.
For full coverage of the (m A , tan β) plane, the CM energy should be about 10 GeV or more above the maximum Zh threshold,
where m h (max) is the largest value of m h in Eq. (1). Form = 1 TeV this threshold is 207 GeV for m t = 150 GeV and 240 GeV for m t = 200 GeV (the highest value of m t allowed by analyses of radiative corrections [15] ). Apart from these threshold considerations, the principal factors that determine the discovery regions (where one or more MSSM signals are detectable) in the (m A , tan β) plane are luminosity L, top quark mass m t and CM energy √ s. Figure 1 illustrate the effects of these factors separately, by means of four examples.
(i) Luminosity: in Figs. 1(a) , ( 
